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The issue
(1) There are many claims regarding the representation of the North Germanic opposition between

two tonal accents: Competing privative approaches where only Accent 2 has lexical tone (e.g.
Riad 2013) or where only Accent 1 has lexical tone (e.g. Lahiri et al. 2005); an equipollent
approach where both accents have lexical tone (e.g. Bruce 1977); an approach where accents
are foot-based (Morén-Duolljá 2013): Accent 1 = monosyllabic foot, Accent 2 = recursive foot

(2) Our claim: Evidence from compounding indicates that the opposition between Accent 1 and
Accent 2 is equipollent → predicted by a foot-based approach since each lexical item will
necessarily receive a foot (our approach is based on foot inventory from Kager 1993).

(3) Tonal opposition: Association of intonational tones to contrastive metrical structure (not shown
here for reasons of space) → alternative to traditional approach with lexical tone.

Tone Patterns: Data
(4) Realization: Accent 1 and 2 are cover terms for tonal contrasts, realized differently across

Scandinavian dialects. We consider Central Swedish (CS) and Urban East Norwegian (UEN).
(5) Distribution: Accent 2 cannot occur on monosyllabic words or words with final stress. Both

Accents can occur on non-final stress and are realized over the stressed syllable:
(Superscripts indicate the location of stress as well the choice between Accent 1 and 2)

UEN: 1(*2)tank ‘tank’ stu1(*2)dent ‘student’
1vinter ‘winter’ 2sommer ‘summer’

(6) Surface vs. underlying contrast: Very few, if
any, minimal pairs with roots. Most tonal
minimal pairs differ morphologically:

Compounding: Data

(7) CS: Compounds always have Accent 2: 2båt-kapell ‘boat cover’, 2sommar-dag ‘summer day’
(8) UEN: Compounds can have either Accent 1 or Accent 2, a property of the initial member:

(but monosyllabic nouns always have Accent 1)
a. 1ball ‘prom’ + 1sal ‘hall’ → 1ball-sal ‘ballroom’ (for large social dance)
b. 1ball ‘ball’ + 1sal ‘hall’ → 2ball-sal ‘ballroom’ (for round objects)

(9) ...or of the linking element (if present): –s induces Accent 1.
a. 1liv ‘life’ – 1liv-vakt ‘bodyguard’ – 1liv-s-tid ‘lifetime’
b. 1land ‘land’ – 2land-bruk ‘agriculture’ – 1land-s-mann ‘compatriot’

(10) But: Linking –s fails to induce Accent 1 in kveld-s- (evening), loft-s- (attic), ovn-s- (oven):
(note that these do not occur without the linking -s-)

1kveld ‘evening’ – 2kveld-s-mat ‘supper’ – 2kveld-s-sol ‘evening sun’ etc.
(11) These are not simply lexicalized as non-compounds – the pattern is productive:

2kveld-s-hamster ‘evening hamster’, 2kveld-s-fonologi ‘evening phonology’, etc.

Compound Representations
(12) Accent as trochaic feet built on either moras (14a, Accent 1) or syllables (14b, Accent 2), also

in compounds (14c vs. 14d; compound = recursive prosodic word (PW′))
(13) Every lexical word needs a foot; both feet can in principle be lexically stored (= equipollence)
(14) a. Accent 1 b. Accent 2 c. Accent 1 (compound) d. Accent 2 (compound)

Compounding Principles

(15) Compounding preferably respects Exhaustivity (Selkirk 1996) → feet should be built on
syllables to avoid skipping a layer (but this is violable).

(16) In line with observations that compounding can impose metrical restrictions on prosodic words
(e.g. Ito & Mester 2015, Iosad 2016 for different varieties of closely related Danish).

(17) CS: always obeys Exhaustivity in compounds → syllabic trochees with Accent 2 (14d).
(18) UEN: lexical specifications can influence footing: Items without lexical accent specification

receive default accent in isolation and Accent 2 in compounds (e.g. /land/ → 1land, 2land-
bruk). Items stored with a moraic trochee retain this in compounds (e.g. /1liv/ → 1liv-vakt).

(19) -s is stored with a moraic trochee (14a), which typically triggers compound Accent 1 (14c).
(20) Items like kveld are stored with a syllabic trochee (14b). This should correspond to Accent 2

on the surface; in isolation, however, this syllabic foot cannot surface because kveld contains
only one syllable, and feet should be binary; → kveld surfaces as a bimoraic Accent 1 foot
in isolation. This is overridden in compounds because of Exhaustivity.

(21) Compounds with competing foot specifications (such as /1-s/ versus /2kveld/), Exhaustivity
is the tiebreaker, and Accent 2 wins (e.g. 2kveld-s-hamster).

Insights

(22) Apparent exceptions (e.g. 2kveld-s-mat with linking -s, but Accent 2) reveal how the system functions: The opposition between Accent 1 and Accent 2 is equipollent (both can be stored).
(23) We derive equipollence from contrastive metrical structure, similar to other recent work on tonal accent in North Germanic (Morén-Duolljá 2013, Iosad 2016), West Germanic (e.g. Köhnlein 2011,

2016, Hermans 2012, Kehrein 2017, Van Oostendorp 2017), or Scottish Gaelic (Morrison 2019).


